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Images Perceived After Chromatic or
Achromatic Contrast Sensitivity Losses
M. Jose´ Luque*, Pascual Capilla*, M. Dolores de Fez*, and M. Carmen García-Domene†
Purpose. We simulate how subjects with losses in chromatic and achromatic contrast sensitivity perceive colored images
by using the spatiochromatic corresponding pair algorithm.
Methods. This is a generalized version of the algorithm by Capilla et al. (J Opt Soc Am (A) 2004;21:176–186) for
simulating color perception of color deviant subjects, which incorporates a simple spatial vision model, consisting of a
linear filtering stage, with a band-pass achromatic filter and two low-pass chromatic ones, for the red-green and
blue-yellow mechanisms. These filters, except for the global scaling, are the subject’s contrast sensitivity functions
measured along the cardinal directions of the color space. In its present form, the algorithm would serve to simulate
alterations both in the spectral sensitivities and in the contrast sensitivities of the visual mechanisms.
Results. After a preliminary theoretical study on the effect of frequency selective and overall reductions in the contrast
sensitivity function of a single mechanism, we present cases of real subjects with glaucoma and diabetes, suffering
alterations of different magnitude in the three mechanisms.
Conclusions. The simulations allow us to learn about the different types of distortions that can be experienced by a subject
with impaired contrast sensitivities (blur, haloes, color shifts, local or global contrast, brightness and colorfulness
reductions, etc.) and highlight the difficulties arising when trying to predict the quality of the final image from the losses
in the individual mechanisms.
(Optom Vis Sci 2010;87:1–●●●)
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A great variety of visual pathologies (glaucoma, optic neuri-tis, etc.) and pathologies not primarily of visual origin butimpairing vision at short- or long-term (diabetes, multiple
sclerosis, etc.) provoke changes in the relative action spectra of the
chromatic and achromatic color mechanisms1–9 and, also, selec-
tively reduce chromatic and achromatic contrast sensitivity for
certain spatiotemporal frequencies.10–21 As a result, the same im-
age may appear very different in various aspects to an observer
suffering these impairments and to a normal observer.
The reported functional impairments have been often related to
relative losses of ganglion cells in the magnocellular, parvocellular,
and koniocellular pathways22–26 mediating the achromatic, the
red-green, and the blue-yellow mechanisms, respectively. How-
ever, alterations in the spectral sensitivity (and, therefore, in the
action spectra) of a mechanism may have their origin in the cones.
For instance, the performance of a red-green mechanism may be
abnormal as the result of a change in the total number or in the
relative proportion of functional L and M cones, which happens in
persons with variant cone spectral sensitivities (as in anomalous
and dichromatic observers)27 or in observers with selective cone
dystrophies.28,29 It is even less trivial to relate changes in contrast
sensitivity with certain anatomical losses, because the contrast sen-
sitivity function (CSF) is actually the envelope of the frequency
response curves of cortical cells tuned to different frequency bands
and the observed alteration may have retinal or cortical origin.30–35
Taking all this into account, an algorithm to simulate image ap-
pearance for observers with real visual impairment ought to make
use of a vision model allowing the introduction of local or global
changes at different visual information processing stages (prereti-
nal, retinal, and cortical).
In this work, we propose a modification of the corresponding
pair algorithm36,37 working with color and spatial processing mod-
els, and which we call spatiochromatic corresponding pair algo-
rithm, to simulate how observers with a variety of vision defects
perceive a colored scene. Although a full form of the algorithm is
presented, for the examples shown in this article, the algorithm is
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implemented on a simplified model for normal and variant vision,
consisting essentially of a linear filtering stage, with a band-pass
achromatic filter and two low-pass chromatic ones for the red-
green and blue-yellow mechanisms. Although we are assuming
here separate spatial and color processing and separate chromatic
and achromatic processing, more sophisticated models can be used
to include multichannel processing,38–40 nonlinear contrast-gain
control,41–43 scaling of the receptive-field sizes with eccentricity,44
and interactions between chromatic and achromatic mecha-
nisms,45,46 provided certain mathematical restrictions are ful-
filled.36,37 However, we suggest that, despite these simplifications,
the algorithm in its present form can be used to gain some insight
about how observers with vision defects see natural scenes. We
analyze the effect of systematic changes in each individual mecha-
nism and present results for two patients with glaucoma (early and
advanced) and two patients with diabetes (with and without reti-
nopathy) to illustrate the combined effect of impairments in the
three cardinal mechanisms, which is the case of most real observers.
Preliminary results of this study were presented at the 2008 Con-
ference on Color in Graphics, Imaging and Vision.47
METHODS
The Spatiochromatic Corresponding Pair Algorithm
The corresponding pair algorithm has been proposed as a
method for simulating images perceived by dichromatic observers
of any type, using any color vision model, represented by a
mathematical operator m, with normal and dichromatic versions,
provided the normal model can be inverted.36,37 We have refor-
mulated the algorithm (Eq. 1) to simulate how any observer with
variant vision perceives a scene. The appearance a stimulus T(x,y)
has for a variant observer can be described if a stimulus S(x,y) is
found verifying that a normal observer experiences the same sen-
sation viewing S(x,y) as the observer viewing T(x,y). If normal and
variant versions of the same vision model m are available, the
tristimulus values of S(x,y) are obtained by applying the inverse of
the normal model to the perceptual descriptors of T(x,y) computed
with the variant model, that is:
S(x,y)  m1(m(T(x,y),pv),pn) (1)
where T(x,y) and S(x,y) are the tristimulus values of the original
and simulated stimulus at each spatial position (x,y), m is a math-
ematical operator comprising all the transformations of the vision
model, and pn and pv are, the set of parameters defining the normal
and variant versions of the model, respectively. Note that operator
m is not constrained to a single processing stage but may comprise
preretinal, retinal, and cortical stages and that p is the set of pa-
rameters controlling all the properties of all the stages incorporated
by the model. The computational cost of Eq. 1 may be reduced if
the normal and the variant models coincide beyond a given stage,
because it would suffice to compute the inverse of the output of the
last stage where the models differ.
The vision model m must satisfy, at least, the following condi-
tions: (1) the normal version of the model must be invertible, either
analytically or numerically; (2) normal and variant versions must
provide the same number of descriptors to avoid an infinite num-
ber of solutions in Eq. 1; and (3) the values of the descriptors
computed for the variant observer, for each stimulus, must lie
within the range of those for the normal observer to avoid having
“unreal colors” as solutions. Besides verifying these mathematical
requirements, the model ought to be as complete and possible and
to allow manipulation of the site where the pathology is supposed
to occur. The simulation obtained, of course, depends on the
model. The richer the model, the more accurate the prediction made
with the algorithm. In fact, testing the validity of the predictions of Eq.
1 would serve as a test of the validity of a given vision model36,37
(please, check the Conclusions section for further details).
In this work, we have assumed that in the normal and variant
version of model, m pattern and color processing are separable.
Pattern-color separability has been tested for both appearance and
sensitivity at least for simple patterns48,49 and is assumed for more
complex patterns in widely used vision models, such as
S-CIELAB.50 In this way, the alterations suffered by an observer
may be simulated as arising from changes affecting spectral sensi-
tivity of certain color mechanisms or from changes in contrast
sensitivity of certain spatial mechanisms (which are also color se-
lective). That is,
S(x,y)  m1(m(T(x,y),pvc),pvs),pnc,pns (2)
where pnc and pvc are the set of parameters defining the spectral
sensitivities of the color mechanisms in the normal and variant
versions of the model, respectively, and pns and pvs, the parameters
defining their spatial properties. We call Eq. 2 the spatiochromatic
corresponding pair algorithm. Although different forms of the
model m can be postulated, in this article, we will only assume that
the model provides the responses of an achromatic (A(x,y)), a
red-green (T(x,y)), and a blue-yellow (D(x,y)) mechanism for each
point of the image and that spatial processing is performed sepa-
rately in outputs of these three mechanisms (Fig. 1). In previous
articles, we have explored the effect of changes in the spectral
sensitivities of the color mechanisms at different stages and with
different models,36,37 and in this work, we intend to focus on the
effects of alterations in their spatial properties.
The color model we have used here is Guth’s ATD95.51 Briefly,
ATD95 is a three-stage model, including a cone stage, computed
from the Smith and Pokorny fundamentals,52 with a multiplica-
tive adaptation mechanism and a power-type nonlinearity, an
intermediate opponent stage with a nonlinearity of the Naka-
Rushton type,53 leading to the responses of the achromatic (A1),
red-green (T1), and blue-yellow (D1) mechanisms, simulating gan-
glion cell processing, and, finally, a second nonlinear opponent-stage
leading to the responses of the final achromatic (A2) and the final
chromatic (T2 and D2) mechanisms, from which perceptual color
descriptors may be computed. This last stage would reflect globally the
operations occurring at cortical level. We have already shown that this
color vision model is adequate to predict the visual performance of
protanopic, deuteranopic, and tritanopic subjects.36,37 Satisfying pro-
tanopic and deuteranopic versions of ATD95 can be obtained with
the cone-substitution hypothesis (for protanopes, L cones contain the
M pigment, and for deuteranopes, M cones contain the L pigment,
the other cones being normal) if besides the red-green mechanism,
which losses its opponency, is nulled. Nulling the S cones (cone-null
hypothesis) and the yellow-blue mechanism, we obtain a good tritan-
opic model.
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As for the spatial vision model, for simplicity, we have consid-
ered a set of three linear filters, one for each of the perceptual
mechanisms of the color vision model. These filters are the observ-
er’s CSFs, as measured psychophysically with sinusoidal gratings
isolating the achromatic, red-green, and blue-yellow mecha-
nisms.54–56 The achromatic filter is band-pass peaking around 3 to
4 cycles per degree (cpd) and with a cutoff frequency at 40 cpd,
whereas the chromatic red-green and blue-yellow filters are low-
pass filters with cutoff frequencies at12 and 10 cpd, respectively.
With all this, an image S(x,y) that, for a normal observer, sim-
ulates how an image T(x,y) appears to a variant observer, is ob-
tained from Eq. 2 as follows:
Sn,i(x,y) FT
1FTTv,ix,y CSFv,i(fx,fy)CSFn,i(fx,fy) (3)
where FT means Fourier transform and subindex i refers to one of
the three mechanisms (i A, T, or D). Subindexes n and v refer to
the normal or variant observers. Note that pns and pvs are simply
CSFn,i(fx,fy) and CSFv,i(fx,fy), respectively. The values of pnc and
pvc in Eq. 2 are not made explicit but are implicit in the transfor-
mations that lead to the A, T, and D responses. For the simulations
that we show here, we will restrict ourselves to the case where pnc
and pvc are equal, and, thus, all alterations are concentrated in the
spatial properties of the mechanisms. Eq. 3 is a straightforward
extension to three-dimensional color space of the formula pro-
posed by de Fez et al.57 for achromatic images. Note that contrast
sensitivity is measured only at a single point, but many pathology
involve spatially localized damage. This could not be accounted for
by Eq. 3, whose validity is restricted, therefore, to images covering
a fairly uniform region of the visual field. However, if the model m
included a mosaic of spatially localized sensors, local damage could
be simulated with Eq. 1.
Theoretical Simulations: Data and Procedures
We have used two different images, one 300  450 and the
other 500  332 pixels in size, to be viewed at the distance under
which the largest side of the image subtends 6° for the theoretical
simulation and 10° for the cases of real observers. The fast FT of
each image was computed, using Matlab, for frequencies in the
[fs,i/2, fs,i/2] interval, where i is the spatial direction (x or y) and
fs,i is the sampling frequency, defined as Ni/i, Ni being the num-
ber of pixels in direction i and I, the angle subtended by that side
of the image.
For the theoretical simulations, we have considered damage in a
single mechanism, keeping the other two intact. In the study of the
achromatic mechanism, the normal band-pass filter was imple-
mented as a difference of two Gaussians reproducing the sensitivity
of a standard observer,58 and the alterations we have considered
were either global sensitivity reductions or losses at localized fre-
quency bands. Because the achromatic CSF can be understood as
the envelope of the responses of cortical cells that are spatially
selective and, hence, band pass in the frequency domain (for a
review, see for example, Wilson and Wilkinson59), localized sensi-
tivity losses would simulate the effect of damage in cells tuned to
some particular frequency. We assumed that these sensors have
Gaussian sensitivities in the frequency domain, peaking at f0 (f0
1, 4, or 16 cpd) and with a bandwidth  equal to 1 octave. Loss of
FIGURE 1.
Schema of the algorithm used. The tristimulus values of the original scene enter the variant version of a color vision model (ATD95) to yield three
images, one for the response of each variant color mechanism (achromatic, A, red-green, T, and blue-yellow, D mechanisms). Separate linear variant
spatial filters are then applied to each mechanism. The inverse of the normal spatial model yields now the responses of the color mechanisms of a
normal observer having the same perception than the variant one. The image that would elicit those responses is computed by inverting the normal color
vision model. A color version of this figure is available at www.optvissci.com.
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a particular sensor has been simulated by multiplying the normal
CSF for the function 1  elog2 flog2 fo/2, where f is spatial fre-
quency. However, losses in a particular band of sensors may have
precortical (for information, in optical neuritis60) or cortical ori-
gin; an even optical factors have been reported to alter contrast
sensitivity at the low and medium frequency range.61,62 Note that
the losses we are simulating causes notches in the CSFs, which may
be narrower than those reported in the literature,32,63,64 but in this
way, we obtain more illustrative results. A global reduction in the
CSF occurs when the sensitivities of cells tuned to all frequency
bands are simultaneously impaired (in our examples, reduced by a
1⁄3 global factor). We assume in all our variant observers that the
sensitivity for the null spatial frequency is the same as for a normal
observer, meaning that the mean luminance of the image is not
altered. This is a reasonable assumption, because, even if the sen-
sitivity of all the cells were reduced, the zero frequency would
remain intact, as there is no sensor particularly tuned to that fre-
quency, and besides, we have not considered another potential
source for reductions of mean luminance, such as those of optical
origin. We do not mean that the possibility of finding patients with
this kind of alteration must be discarded, but simulations describ-
ing the perception of such patients would be characterized mainly
by global darkening and the rest of the effects being so masked that
the result would not be illustrative.
Regarding the chromatic mechanisms, the contrast sensitivity of
the normal observer was simulated by a single Gaussian peaking at
zero frequency and with different cutoff frequencies for the T and
D mechanisms—note that the absolute sensitivity is irrelevant for
this simulation (see Eq. 3)—and the alterations we have considered
include both reductions in the amplitude—that is, reductions of
global sensitivity by a constant factor, kg—and in the cutoff fre-
quency—reductions of bandwidth by a constant factor kbw. In this
case, the global amplitude reductions do affect the zero frequency.
Similar to the achromatic CSF, the chromatic CSF can be under-
stood as the envelope of the responses of band-pass cells tuned to
different frequencies, because most cells in V1 receiving inputs of
the opposite sign from L and M cones have double-opponent
receptive fields with imbalanced cone inputs, and therefore, their
responses are bandpass both for chromatic and achromatic pat-
terns.65,66 These cells are sometimes named color-luminance cells.
The low-pass shape of the psychophysical chromatic CSF would be
the result of the relative weights of the different sensors contribut-
ing to the global response of the visual system. However, some
attenuation should appear when the spatial frequency approaches
zero, because all these cells, even those tuned to the lowest possible
frequency, are band pass. Of course, the psychophysical chromatic
CSF might be intrinsically band pass but the low frequency fall off
might occur at frequencies far below those used in this kind of
measurements and would, therefore, be overlooked. Alternatively,
however, the chromatic CSF might be mediated by the responses
of a particular class of cortical cells, characterized for being basically
blind for achromatic patterns and low pass for chromatic patterns.
These cells, named sometimes color cells, may represent a limit of
the color-luminance cell population (double-opponent cells),
when cone unbalance is minimum (so, they tend to be blind to
achromatic patterns) and the contribution of the surround is irrel-
evant (so, they tend to be low pass for chromatic patterns).65,66
The characteristics of this set of cells are similar to those of the cell
group found inside the cytochrome-oxidase blobs.67–69 When
simulating global sensitivity losses in the chromatic mechanisms,
we have assumed the second of these two hypotheses.
Simulations with Real Patients: Data
and Procedures
For the simulations with data from real observers, we measured
the CSFs in a dark room, with stimuli generated on a 22-in Mit-
subishi Diamond Pro 2070SB CRT monitor at 160 Hz frame rate,
driven by a ViSaGe video controller of 14 bits provided by Cam-
bridge Research Systems. The CRT was colorimetrically character-
ized and gamma corrected. Stimuli had sinusoidal profiles along
one of the three cardinal directions and were presented in a 5 5°
square window, centered in fovea. To avoid temporal transients,
Gaussian temporal smoothing at stimulus on- and off-set was in-
troduced. The mean luminance was 40 cd/m2, and the observer
adapted for 3 min to this luminance before starting measurements.
Threshold contrast was determined by an interleaved staircase pro-
cedure, with all frequencies appearing in a random sequence. The
staircase began for each frequency at the maximum amplitude
achievable by the CRT for the selected mechanism. After each trial
for a given frequency, amplitude was decreased by a factor 2
k2 if
the stimulus had been detected or increased by the same factor,
otherwise k being the number of reversals in the staircase for that
frequency up to that particular trial. Criteria for exiting the stair-
case were either totalling 4 reversals or 20 trials, and threshold was
defined as the amplitude value of the last presentation with positive
detection or, if no stimulus had been detected, as the maximum
amplitude value along the corresponding direction of color space.
The unidimensional normal CSF for each mechanism, CS-
Fm(fx,0), was obtained as the average of six normal eyes in the 25 to
35 years of age range, whereas for the variant observers, we used the
CSFs of two diabetic eyes (D1, with diagnosed retinopathy, and
D2) and two glaucomatous eyes (G1 and G2; Table 1 and Fig. 2).
In all cases, the necessary bidimensional CSFs were derived from
the unidimensional data, admitting rotational symmetry (the
oblique effect was, therefore, not considered), and the resulting
functions were interpolated and extrapolated to cover the same
frequency domain as the FT of the image. None of these particular
patients had localized scotomata in the foveal region that would
make Eq. 3 invalid. Informed consent was obtained from all par-
ticipants after the nature and procedures of the study were ex-
plained. The study adheres to the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki for Research Involving Human Subjects.
RESULTS
Theoretical Simulations
Although many readers will be familiar with the effects on ach-
romatic images of impairments in the achromatic CSF (blur, ha-
loes, local, and global contrast losses), we show how these changes
affect a colored image. In Figure 3b, c, it can be seen that decre-
ments in global sensitivity of the achromatic mechanism, with
intact chromatic mechanisms, lead, as the gravity of the loss in-
creases, to quasi-isoluminant images, where image segmentation
and pattern recognition tasks become increasingly difficult, be-
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cause in the most extreme cases, these tasks would depend only on
the comparatively poor spatial information provided by the chro-
matic mechanisms. In Figure 3d–f, we show the effects of losses in
different frequency ranges, which, taking into account the band-
pass characteristics of the striate cortex cells-mediating pattern de-
tection, may be thought to correspond with the loss of a set of
specific frequency-selective sensors. As it can be seen, losses in the
high frequency range result in defocus (Fig. 3f), whereas losses in
the low (Fig. 3d) and medium (Fig. 3e) frequency range create dark
and bright bands around luminance contours in the image (haloes
for short), respectively. Figure 3g–l show, as an example, how an
observer with normal color vision would perceive a given image,
when either the red-green (Fig. 3g–i) or the blue-yellow (Fig. 3j–l)
mechanism presents alterations in the corresponding CSFs. For
TABLE 1.
Characteristics of the patients used in the study.
Patient
Age
(yr)
Sph (D) Cyl (D) Axis (°) Ad (D) VA IOP MD (dB) MS (dB) LV (dB) Diagnosis Complications
G1 67 2.5 0.50 100 2.5 6/6 20 0.775 16.62 14.55 Advanced
glaucoma
—
G2 63 	0.75 2.00 70 2.5 6/6 17 1.89 19.74 4.142 Incipient
glaucoma
Slight papillary
excavation
D1 48 2.00 — — 1.75 6/6 20 3.429 16.06 7.626 Type II diabetes,
DR
Macular
edema
D2 65 — 0.50 80 1 6/6 16 2.317 15.30 10.51 Type I diabetes Drusen
All patients were men, with normal color vision (as determined by the D15 test) and normal central fields (up to 10°), as determined
with a Topcon SPB perimeter (MD, MS, and LV values were obtained with that perimeter).
Ad, near correction; VA, visual acuity; MS, mean sensitivity; MD, mean defect; LV, loss variance; DR, diabetic retinopathy.
FIGURE 2.
CSFs for sinusoidal stimuli modulated along the three cardinal directions, obtained for real observers. D1 and D2 are the two diabetic patients and G1
and G2 the two glaucomatous patients. Contrast sensitivity in dB is computed as 10*log10maximum amplitudethreshold amplitude
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damage in the red-green mechanism (Fig. 3g–i), as the gravity of
the defect increases, oranges and reds become progressively greyer
or yellowish, greens become bluish, yellowish, or greyish, and pur-
ples become either bluish or greyish. Therefore, the image palette
becomes restricted to yellows, blues, and greys. The particular
yellow and blue to which the palette converges depend on the color
vision model used. Similarly, for damage in the blue-yellow mech-
anism (Fig. 3j–l), oranges and purples become reddish or greyish,
whereas yellows and blues become greenish, reddish, or greyish,
and therefore the palette becomes restricted to greens, reds, and
greys. Again, the color vision model used determines the chroma-
ticity of the particular green and red to which the palette converges.
In Guth’s model, these are a bluish-green and a purple. Note that
images do not appear defocused, because the achromatic mecha-
nism is intact in these examples.
The presence of alterations in the spatial CSF of one of the
chromatic mechanisms makes the perception of the observer sim-
ilar to that of red-green or blue-yellow defectives (see Fig. 4).
Protanopes (Fig. 4d) have been simulated by assuming that the
cones that should contain M-wavelength-sensitive photopigment
contain L-wavelength-sensitive photopigment (cone substitution
hypothesis) and that the red-green mechanism is lost. Analogously,
deuteranopes (Fig. 4e) are supposed to have L-wavelength-sensitive
photopigment instead of M and to be also deprived of a red-green
mechanism. Tritanopes (Fig. 4f) are assumed to have no S-
wavelength-sensitive photopigment (cone loss hypothesis) and
to lack the blue-yellow mechanism. Note the reduction in color
palette to only two hues both in the images corresponding to
alterations in spectral sensitivity (in agreement with the litera-
ture36,37,70,71) and in contrast sensitivity in the same color mech-
FIGURE 3.
Effects of different alterations in the achromatic CSF. (a) Original image, (b) moderate global sensitivity reduction, (c) total sensitivity loss of the
achromatic mechanism, (d) total loss of the “sensor” tuned at 1 cpd, (e) total loss of the sensor tuned at 4 cpd, and (f) total loss of the sensor tuned at
16 cpd. Combined effects of losses in global sensitivity (constant factor kg) and cutoff frequency (constant factor kbw) in the CSF for the isolated red-green
(g–i) and blue-yellow mechanisms (j–l): (g–j) kg  1⁄3, kbw  1; (h–k) kg  1, kbw  1⁄3; (i–l) kg  1⁄3, kbw  1⁄3. Original image reproduced with permission
from Hugo Rodriguez (http://www.hugorodriguez.com).
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anisms. These hues are a particular blue and a particular yellow for
loss of the red-green mechanism and a particular red and a partic-
ular green for loss of the blue-yellow mechanism. However, if we
compare both images by pixel to pixel, we may find differences in
brightness, colorfulness, and even hue, because parameters pnc and
pvc in Eq. 2 are identical when the observer has color mechanisms
with normal action spectra but not in the case of dichromats. For
instance, in Figure 4d, e, it can be seen that protanopes see reds
darker than deuteranopes (check the color of the toy car or of the
napkin inside the basket), whereas the converse holds for certain
greens (one of the buttons, for instance). However, an observer
deprived of the same opponent mechanism (T) but with normal
cone action spectra shows a behavior that is intermediate between
the two red-green defectives (Fig. 4b). More drastic color changes,
involving both hue and brightness and colorfulness, are apparent
in the case of the tritanope (Fig. 4f) and in the observer deprived of
the D mechanism but with normal cone action spectra (Fig. 4c):
regions that appear greenish for the first observer are purplish for
FIGURE 5.
Simulations of the appearance of the same original image (4a) for different real pathological observers.
FIGURE 4.
Simulations comparing the effect of alterations in the spectral and in the spatial properties of the color mechanisms. (a) Original image, (b) red-green
mechanism with null contrast sensitivity but normal action spectra, (c) blue-green mechanism with null contrast sensitivity but normal action spectra,
(d) red-green mechanism with normal contrast sensitivity but the action spectra of a protanope or (e) of a deuteranope, and (f) blue-yellow mechanism
with normal contrast sensitivity but the action spectra of a tritanope. The region we have encircled in the image is characterized by the fact that some
corresponding pixels have different hues.
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the second one (check the basket and the skein in the center of the
image).
Simulations with Real Patients
Finally, in Figure 5a– h, we show simulations for two patients
with glaucoma and two patients with diabetes, whose CSFs
have been measured in our laboratory (Fig. 2). We have as-
sumed that the chromatic and achromatic mechanisms to have
intact spectral sensitivities. It must be noted that the simula-
tions describe the effects of all the factors introducing differ-
ences between the variant and the normal observers, and this
includes the age difference. Two images have been used to
illustrate this part of the study: in Figure 5a– e, the same image
as in the theoretical study has been used, so that the real changes
may be understood in terms of the methodical variations we
have previously introduced in the theoretical CSFs. With this
image, the losses in spatial detail are more easily seen. On the
other hand, in Figure 5f– h, we show the effect of the same
alterations in an image with a richer color palette—where dif-
ferent color gamuts are, most conveniently, compartmented in
different regions of the image and where the effects on color
gamut are more strongly manifest than in the first image.
Both images that simulate the perceptions of the diabetic
patient D1 are blurred, and spatial details are lost (check, for
instance, the mesh of the infuser, the glass pots, the spools of
thread, the pattern of the basket, and the inside of the miniature
car in Fig. 5b). Images appear with globally reduced colorful-
ness (yellows and cyans particularly so), and some colors are
darkened (compare the blue button and the oil can in Fig. 5a, b,
for instance). Different hue shifts are observed: blues and violets
becomes purple, oranges become desaturated red, the difference
between reddish and yellowish orange is reduced, and the same
happens for the difference between green and yellowish-green
and yellow. Curiously, however, certain differences are ampli-
fied: for instance, the difference between the violet-blue button
and the blue right-hand skein in Figure 5b has been increased as
the combined result of brightness and chromaticity changes.
The basic trends in the diabetic patient D2 (Fig. 5d) are
similar to those of D1, but overall image quality is better (less
blur, more spatial detail, and higher overall contrast), although
chromatic haloes appear in the frontiers between areas of very
different brightness (check, for instance, the black shadows
around the red car, which appear with a greenish tinge). How-
ever, colorfulness is in general lower, because the contrast sen-
sitivity of this observer at the lowest frequency, both for T and
D, is below that of D1, although in the rest of the frequency
range, his contrast sensitivity is higher. Discrimination among
greens, yellowish-green, and yellow is better than those of D1,
and the same happens with discrimination between reddish and
yellowish oranges.
For the glaucomatous patient G1 (Fig. 5c), the image shows
global blurring and chromatic haloes around objects placed against
a background of very different brightness. The color palette is of
lower colorfulness and dark. Again, different hue shifts are pro-
duced: reds, oranges, yellows, and greens become orange, blues
become slightly more violet, and violets turn to purple.
The general trends in the glaucomatous patient G2 (Fig. 5e)
are similar to those in G1, but G2 exhibits better achromatic
contrast discrimination of low frequency details (check, for
instance, the threads in the spools, the pattern of the basket, and
the glass pots).
CONCLUSIONS
Even when one has developed some intuition about how
changes in the CSF of a single mechanism affect the simulated
image, foreseeing the result in image quality of the summed up
effects of changes along the three cardinal directions is still
difficult. The simulations we propose are useful to gain some
insight about the different types of distortions that can be ex-
perienced by the observers suffering these alterations. These
distortions include blur, chromatic or achromatic haloes, local
hue shifts and global and local reductions in contrast, bright-
ness or colorfulness. In addition, simulations may give informa-
tion about how well a particular observer can perform in a given
task in comparison with another observer. For instance, if we
asked the observers to discriminate spatial detail in areas of
almost uniform chromaticity and to make color based segmen-
tation, patient D2 would perform better than D1 and patient
G2 better than G1.
The procedure we have followed to compute the simulated
images—the corresponding pair algorithm— can be imple-
mented with any vision model m. The choice of the model, of
course, determines the final result. The richer the model, the
more accurate the prediction made with the algorithm can be
expected to be, and in fact, checking the accuracy of the pre-
dictions could be a test of the validity of the model. Testing may
be theoretical or experimental. In the first case, it might consist,
for instance, in predicting certain known facts of the perception
of variant observers, such as the colors that are perceived as
equal by normal and dichromatic observers.36,37 In the second
case, the experiment should be conducted as follows: (1) an
observer must be found with a normal eye and a variant one, (2)
the algorithm is used to compute the image that seen by the
observer’s normal eye would match the appearance of a given
problem image as seen by the observer’s variant eye, and (3) the
observer would view each image with the appropriate eye and
assess the goodness of the match between both images. The
experiment would serve, not to test the algorithm, but as a test
of the normal and variant versions of the model used. However,
unless the model is completely inaccurate, the algorithm will give
significant clues about some of the phenomena experienced by an
observer, although only within certain limits set by the region of
applicability of the model. For instance, with the particular model
we have used, we cannot simulate the effect of local scotomata in
the visual field, but that could be done by using a model that
includes frequency-selective spatially localized sensors.
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